The Bozeman, MT, impact fees program highlights how impact fees can be used to finance a significant share of capital investments in roads, bike lanes, and pedestrian facilities, as well as other classes of infrastructure.

**PROJECT OVERVIEW**

The city of Bozeman, MT, in Gallatin County, is Montana's third-most populous city, with a population of about 45,000. It is well-situated, given its relative closeness to two national tourist attractions, Big Sky Resort and Yellowstone National Park, and it is home to Montana State University and its 16,000 students. Bozeman has grown rapidly over the last two decades, and it is consistently ranked as one of the fastest-growing micropolitan cities in the United States, as well as one of the strongest economies of its size.

Bozeman's population growth accelerated in the 1990s. After increasing by only 5 percent between 1980 and 1990, it grew by 20 percent during that decade. Its population also grew by 32 percent in the 2000s, with its housing stock increasing by over 50 percent during that time. Bozeman is projected to grow by another 33 percent in the 2010s. The city's rapid growth drove it to annex several thousand acres of land, and it currently covers 12,900 acres—80 percent more than in 1996. Details of Bozeman's population growth can be found in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>22,827</td>
<td>27,555</td>
<td>28,210</td>
<td>34,983</td>
<td>37,326</td>
<td>43,399</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By the 1990s, Bozeman's growth started to strain its resources. To address its growing pains, city leadership implemented impact fees in March 1996 to fund additional infrastructure. Impact fees were charged to new developments in Bozeman to pay for the capital aspects of key services, specifically the additional road, sewer, water, and fire/emergency medical service needs that the construction of these new developments would drive. Bozeman policymakers took the view that new users were the drivers of increased capital needs, rather than existing users, and therefore impact fees were a much fairer way to pay for this construction than increased property taxes on existing developments. Any new home or business that connects to water or sewer services or contracts with the city for fire protection must pay impact fees. Bozeman still levies property taxes, but they primarily cover basic municipal services and operations.

Impact fees in Bozeman are set based on formal studies that estimate the cost of growth over time and assign a proportionate share of this cost to new construction. The amount of impact fees is dependent on key development attributes, such as whether the development is commercial, residential, or industrial; the size of the development; and other characteristics, such as the development's number of bathrooms, parking lot size, and greenspaces. The city reviews the level of impact fees every 3–5 years.

---

REGULATORY CONSIDERATIONS

When impact fees were first established, Bozeman’s authority to charge them was unclear under the Montana State Constitution. The city had started studying impact fees a decade prior to implementing them when it hired a private attorney to study their legality, along with a team of city and county lawyers. Despite the city’s significant legal preparation in advance of launching its impact fee program, it faced challenges almost immediately from the inception of the program.

In December 1996, less than a year after impact fees were launched, the executive director of the Business and Consumers Bureau of Montana, Inc., requested an official legal opinion on the program from Montana’s attorney general. He pointed to language in Montana’s constitution stating that cities do not have self-governing powers, but “only those powers expressly given them by legislature.” The city, however, believed that given its express jurisdiction over services such as fire, water, and streets, it also had the right to raise money for these services. This dispute between the city of Bozeman and developer advocates continued for several years. It is outlined further in the Coordination and Partnership section of this case study.

In 2005, the Montana State House and Senate passed Senate Bill (SB) 185, which gave Bozeman and other municipalities the clear authority to impose impact fees. SB 185 was a compromise bill, which also included some safeguards that developers had sought to limit the scope of these fees. For example, SB 185 established limits around the use of impact fees, disallowing their use to pay for services and requiring that they be used for capital improvements. SB 185 also restricted the collection of impact fees to five types of public facilities: water supplies, sewers, transportation, storm water, and emergency services, the latter of which included police, emergency medical services, and fire protection. Any impact fees beyond these five categories must be approved by a two-thirds city council vote. Finally, the law established advisory committees to review how impact fee funds are spent.4

MARKET CONSIDERATIONS

Impact fees have facilitated the improvement of Bozeman’s infrastructure as it has continued to expand in population and size. To accommodate these ongoing changes and determine the impact fee levels that approximate the cost of providing new infrastructure, the city regularly hires consultants to conduct market studies on its impact fees. The studies gauge how population expansion and certain types of developments, such as retail, restaurants, and industrial, will affect traffic, and in turn, affect road needs, based on person-miles added to the system. Bozeman then calculated how many city roads and State roads will need be built according to the city’s transportation master plan, at a cost of $3.3 million per lane-mile, and determined how to allocate these newly needed roads across new developments.

Each person-mile of travel has been estimated to have a cost of $319. Bozeman also began calculating and allocating bicycle and pedestrian miles created from new developments and included new bike lane and sidewalk construction as part of a more holistic transportation impact fee.5

Through this process, Bozeman was able to calculate the maximum allowable impact fee for each new development. This maximum allowable impact fee has increased with each study as costs and city needs have increased. The city council decides what percentage of the maximum allowable impact fee to charge. Bozeman has raised these fees several times, with street impact fees increasing to 60 percent of the maximum allowed in 2008. This increase caused fees for a 1,500-to-2,499-square-foot single family home to rise from $2,380 to $3,238. Those for a bank nearly doubled, from $10,470 to $19,024 per 1,000 square feet.


Industry advocates viewed impact fees as harmful on the housing market, especially as the economy was struggling. For example, a 2007 study by the National Association of Home Builders concluded that every $819 charged at the time of construction would add $1,000 to the final price of a home. Nonetheless, Bozeman went ahead with the impact fees as a result of significant needs to fund new infrastructure. After implementation, the city still expected to be short $7.4 million over 5 years for capital improvement program street projects.

Between 2011 and 2012, Bozeman considered cutting street impact fees by one-third to stimulate sluggish home building in the aftermath of the 2007–2009 recession; however, a reduction in impact fees would have required the city to raise property taxes to cover the growth-induced costs, which many residents and politicians in the region would consider an unfair distribution of responsibility. The proposal was not implemented. The housing market quickly recovered, and in 2013, Bozeman voted to charge the maximum allowable street impact fees.

**FUNDING PLAN**

As discussed previously, Bozeman’s impact fees cover road and other transportation infrastructure capital expansions and major renovations that can be attributed to growth, whereas property taxes cover operations and basic services. For instance, of the $33 million in street construction estimated as required between 2015 and 2020, $25.4 million, or 77 percent, was projected to come from impact fees.

To avoid increasing property taxes to pay for its remaining capital needs, in 2015 Bozeman established an “Arterial and Collector Special Assessment.” The city expects to fund the remainder of its $7.9 million in roadway capital needs from this assessment on all property owners within the Bozeman city limits. The city’s arterial and collector fund also included significant monies from owner or developer payback agreements, Federal and State grants, reimbursements, and other sources. Impact fees pay for a much larger share of Bozeman’s streets’ capital costs than in Montana’s larger cities, in part because its small size precluded access to State funds.

The impact fees calculated in Bozeman’s most recent draft study (conducted in May 2018) would, when adopted, generate an average of $3.5–$5.0 million per year through 2040, or a total of $80–$115 million over the next 23 years. The city’s capital improvement plan for fiscal years 2018–2023 accounts for about $57 million in total improvements, utilizing accumulated funds from past years and projected impact fee and arterial revenue during that period. About 70 percent of this capital funding is expected to come from road impact fees, with arterial revenue funding the balance. The revenue breakdown is shown in Figure 1.

---
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COORDINATION AND PARTNERSHIP
Legal Challenges to Impact Fees

From the first year that impact fees were implemented, Bozeman faced legal challenges, and for more than two decades, developer groups have continued to push back against them. A timeline of these disputes is as follows:

- **1996**: The Business and Consumers Bureau of Montana, Inc., challenged the authority of the city of Bozeman to establish impact fees.

- **1997**: Bozeman’s streets impact fee was challenged by home developers, who argued that impact fees were charged too early, during the project approval phase, as opposed to when the impact occurs, after homes are built. In addition, they charged that fees were unfairly allocated based on lot size, rather than on the number of residents likely to occupy a unit. For example, a lot with a single home would pay the same amount as a multiplex development, regardless of expected occupancy.


- **1999**: In part because of Initiative 19, the developer community fully organized its opposition against the fees, and the Southwest Montana Business Industry Association filed a class action lawsuit challenging impact fees.

- **2001**: Developers achieved their first victory. In a blow to the city, Deer Lodge County Judge Ted Mizner did not rule against impact fees in general but ruled that a ballot initiative was not an acceptable method to raise fees, because fees could also be lowered through this process, and allowing fees to be subject to voter approval would make the city’s finances unstable. The city planned to appeal the case to the Montana Supreme Court.

---

• 2003: A developer-sponsored bill to limit impact fees was voted down in the Montana State Senate.

• 2005: The Southwest Montana Business Industry Association’s (SWMBIA’s) class action suit against the city succeeded. Bozeman agreed to return $5 million in impact fees collected to developers and reduce impact fee levels by 10 percent for 2 years until a study to determine the appropriate fee amount was completed. Shortly thereafter, the Montana State House and Senate issued Montana cities the clear authority to charge impact fees, although limiting how they could be spent and providing for spending oversight.

• 2017: SWMBIA again sued the city over impact fees, claiming that Bozeman misspent impact fee revenue by subsidizing better services for those already living in Bozeman, rather than by adding capacity to accommodate new growth.\(^{16}\)

Throughout this process, citizen activists, who had significant influence in Bozeman given its culture and small size, supported the impact fee. Although developers on the other side of this argument were highly influential and well-resourced, the citizen activists made very vocal arguments that helped explain the benefits of the policy to residents, preventing developers from solely shaping the impact fee debate.\(^{17}\)

Impact Fee Effects on Developers and Attempts to Mitigate

Although impact fees enjoyed broad support, even sympathetic citizens and council members were concerned that they could harm the city’s economy. As Bozeman sought to woo several national commercial chains, it found that many of its efforts failed or came close to failure. Citing impact fees, Kohl’s threatened to scrap its plans for a new Bozeman store, although it ultimately relented. Meanwhile, Qdoba and Best Buy scoped Bozeman for potential locations, but both chose not to open sites in the city, with Qdoba choosing to locate 2 hours away in Billings, MT, instead. Although it is unclear whether impact fees were the true motivation behind these stores’ decisions, it is clear that Bozeman had higher fees than other cities in Gallatin County, other Montana cities, and other regional hubs such as Boise, ID, and Spokane, WA.\(^{18}\)

Bozeman made several tweaks to its impact fees, mindful of the business community’s concerns. For example, when Bozeman increased road impact fees to 60 percent in 2008 during a period when the city’s retail market was especially sluggish, it included special incentives for retail spaces so that street impact fees dropped from $6,672 to $5,599.\(^{19}\) In 2013, by unanimous vote, Bozeman also began permitting developers to defer payment of street impact fees until a structure was ready to be occupied—rather than when construction began—in line with an argument that developers had made at least since 1997. To reduce the risk of nonpayment if this option were exercised, the impact fee deferral process required a $50 application fee, a lien against the property, a $1,000 penalty, interest, and responsibility for the city’s legal costs if fees were not paid on time.\(^{20}\)


\(^{17}\) Steven Kirchhoff, former Bozeman mayor, Interview, December 5, 2018.

\(^{18}\) Ricker, “Chamber, Developers Say Impact Fees Driving Businesses Away from Bozeman.”

\(^{19}\) “City Vote Upholds Impact Fee Increase.”

PROJECT TAKEAWAYS

Impact Fees Can Work in Tax-Unfriendly Environments. Although Bozeman residents were generally opposed to property tax increases, impact fees faced limited public backlash, such that voters were willing to increase them shortly after their passage. They were generally viewed as a fair way to allocate the costs of construction, and equally important, the constituency that would have opposed impact fees was relatively limited.

Prepare for Legal Challenges and Seek Authorization Early. Although confident that they had the authorization, Bozeman could have lobbied the State to change legislation as early as possible and waited for this authorization before implementing impact fees. This may have saved the city from facing legal costs, fines, and the refunds required by various rulings.

Be Mindful of the Risks Created by a Fee and Consider Incentives to Mitigate Them. Although Bozeman did not always make the decision that developers would prefer, the city tried to balance some of its capital needs with the potential economic effects of impact fees and found ways to make them more palatable.